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About This Game
Grand Dude Simulator is an open world sandbox game. This is a life simulator. The main objective is to enjoy what you are
doing. You can do whatever you wa 5d3b920ae0

Title: Grand Dude Simulator
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
Kiddy
Publisher:
Kiddy
Release Date: 14 Mar, 2019

Minimum:
OS: Windows XP, 7, 8, 10
Processor: Dual Core 2.4 GHz
Memory: 1 GB RAM
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It's just waste of time and bad for your eyes.. The game gets old but it runs well at low quality and it looks the same on low
quality. Not that fun really. it's pretty good game and btw it's only 0.39! but it's just a sale so go and buy faster. Game is okay.
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What POSTAL 2 would be if you stripped out the missions, characters and reactive NPCs. You can wander around town farting,
spitting and urinating to your heart's content, but there is no reason to do so. You can climb behind the wheel and drive into a
crowd of people, but no one will care. The game advertises that you can enter any building, but many of the potentiallyinteresting locations like office buildings are props. The Town Hall contains nothing but couches and potted plants, without so
much as a single bureaucrat to spit or urinate upon. I knew within a minute of playing that this was just a joke project someone
completed while learning to design games, then put on Steam to see if they could make a few bucks to pay for their next project.
After 5 minutes I'd had enough. Absolutely not worth the full price. I got it at 90% off and still feel compelled to request a
refund, even though the amount is equal to spare change I'd casually drop in a donation box at a cash register. I'm sure someone
has a let's play of this on Youtube. Go watch that for a few minutes, then spend your money on one of the many superior $5-andunder games on Steam.
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